**London Farm Sinks** The Porcher London Farm Sinks Collection is available in clay or stainless steel. The classic fine fire clay sinks are a great choice for traditional and transitional settings, while the new stainless steel models pick up on the continuing popularity of stainless for culinary fixtures and appliances. All the farm sinks feature a 10-inch-deep single bowl, with a full apron on all four sides. Each model is available in 24-, 30-, or 36-inch widths. A decorative bottom rack is an option with the stainless steel models.

*Editors’ Comments: Homeowners looking for that country-kitchen design influence now have a modern sink option.* For more information, circle No. 822

**CornerStore** Merillat has released an alternative to the Lazy Susan cabinet that provides easy accessibility and more storage and functionality to corner cabinet areas. CornerStore features three full-extension drawers and two pull-out pantry trays. The drawers are positioned in the center and offer two drawer sizes for flexible storage. The two pull-out pantry trays flank either side of the drawers. Each has an adjustable center shelf to accommodate a wide range of items.

*Editors’ Comments: This space-efficient, highly accessible corner-cabinet solution is going to give the Susie a run for her money.* For more information, circle No. 823

**ThinkGlass** Made from 100 percent recyclable glass, each ThinkGlass countertop is unique, with a huge selection of molded textures and hand-painted colors. Customers can select their glass thickness, edge treatments, and even add LED lights to further personalize their design. Virtually maintenance-free, their textured finish hides fingerprints and is impossible to stain. They are naturally resistant to scratches, mold and mildew, and can endure high heat without cracking or scorching.

*Editors’ Comments: Obviously, ThinkGlass is not for the average homeowner, but it does offer the chance to make a really bold design statement while lessening environmental impact.* For more information, circle No. 824

**Numi** Kohler has introduced the Numi toilet with bidet functionality. The Numi includes several luxury features: an interactive LCD touch-screen interface, built-in personalized bidet functionality and deodorizer, dual-flush technology with 0.6 and 1.28 gallons per flush, intuitive auto-open-and-close lid, built-in music system and heated seat and foot warmer. Its design reflects a furniture aesthetic, creating an original toilet profile.

*Editors’ Comments: Tech-toilets are hugely popular in Asia and Europe and are slowly making their way into the U.S. market for high-end remodels and custom-home projects. Kohler’s Numi is one of the first to combine bidet functionality with dual-flush technology.* For more information, circle No. 825

**Flushmount body sprays** The new Flushmount body sprays from Moen have an adjustable spray face that allows users to pivot the water up to 20 degrees in any direction. An adjustable mounting bracket helps ensure quick and easy alignment with adjacent body sprays and fits within a standard two-by-four foot wall. Flushmount body sprays can also be more easily serviced from in front of the wall. Flushmount body sprays are available in either round or square trim shapes.

*Editors’ Comments: The spa bathroom continues to grow in popularity. Moen’s body sprays are designed for virtually any bathroom installation, not just luxury projects.* For more information, circle No. 826
**Wellborn Wall Bed**  
Ideal for urban lofts, guest bedroom, and other tight living spaces, the Wall Bed expansion from Wellborn Cabinet is designed to maximize floor space without sacrificing quality and design options. Available in full and queen sizes (with an option for a standard or extended leg), Wall Beds are offered in a variety of thermofoil, laminate, cherry, and maple door styles and finishes.

*Editors’ Comments:* We like Wellborn’s take on the traditional wall bed, with an integrated closet and workspace design. *For more information, circle No. 832*

---

**Pro Grand Steam Range**  
Thermador’s latest appliance is the first to combine the power of steam, convection, and gas cooking, along with a warming drawer, in one system. The 48-inch Pro Grand Steam Range is designed specifically for home cooks and offers seven distinct cooking options: steaming, convection baking, burner cooking, simmering, grilling, griddle cooking, and warming. Its Star Burners provide 22,000 BTUs and its oversized, 1.4-cubic-foot steam and convection oven is large enough for a 14-pound turkey, serving 15 people.

*Editors’ Comments:* In the Pro Grand Steam, Thermador has developed one of the most versatile cooking appliances for the growing home chef market. *For more information, circle No. 833*

---

**Sabbia**  
Hanwha L&C | Surfaces has expanded its HanStone Quartz product line with a unique marbled surface of warm beige and cream tones. Sabbia’s pattern is actually comprised of six colors — four background and two veined — along with quartz crystals ranging in size from .1 mm to .7 mm, providing a deep, rich appearance.

*Editors’ Comments:* This is more than just a color addition to Hanwha’s natural quartz line. It offers homeowners the opportunity to make a bold design statement with a complex mix of earthy yet edgy tones. *For more information, circle No. 834*

---

**Stealth**  
Niagara Conservation has developed a remarkably quiet yet powerful high-efficiency toilet that uses just 0.8 gpf to clear contents on a single flush. The Stealth features a patented hydraulic system that uses a combination of air and water to provide a powerful flushing action. At the conclusion of each flush, as water fills the tank and inner chamber, air is forced down through a transfer tube and into the trapway. As a result, this pressurizes the trapway and creates a larger water surface in the bowl, helping to deliver a cleaner, more reliable, and quieter flush.

*Editors’ Comments:* The number-one complaint with high-efficiency toilets is flushing power. Niagara addresses this concern with the Stealth hydraulic system. *For more information, circle No. 835*

---

**Ice2O**  
The Maytag Ice2O Easy Access Refrigerator offers homeowners extensive refrigerator storage, while not infringing on freezer storage space. The refrigerator door — illuminated by four LED lights — holds up to five bags of groceries, while the freezer drawer provides easy access for all family members. The Energy Star-qualified, 25-cubic-foot refrigerator is the most energy-efficient four-door refrigerator in the industry and features a color LED touch screen that offers nutritional information and quick tips.

*Editors’ Comments:* Storage and accessibility are a premium for homeowners today. Maytag’s latest refrigerator offers more of both. *For more information, circle No. 836*

---

**PermaClean Drain System**  
No more seams where dirt and grim can build up at the bottom of kitchen sinks with Lenova’s PermaClean Drain System. The system features removable splash guards that are dishwasher safe and strainer baskets that seal to both the drain fitting and the garbage disposal. PermaClean provides a smooth, sanitary, high-end aesthetic.

*Editors’ Comments:* The seamless drain has become popular with the growth of solid-surface sink systems. Now Lenova offers a solution for stainless steel units. *For more information, circle No. 837*